A new range of professional artificial turf care machines have been developed by Redexim North America. Known worldwide for their reliable and effective range of natural turf care equipment such as the Verti-Drain®, Redexim North America has produced a complete range of equipment to meet the challenging needs of the artificial turf market.

**Verti-Brush**
The Verti-Brush quickly and effectively levels and distributes applied or existing infill with powerful hydraulic brushes.

**Verti-Top**
The Verti-Top employs a highly effective synthetic rotary brush to remove debris and top layer infill from the turf, then sifts the debris out in a unique vibratory shaker which redistributes the clean infill back on the field.

**Verti-Broom**
For brushing and striping of artificial turf, nothing beats the proven Verti-Broom. The highly effective triangular arrangement of the brushes will straighten and groom each grass blade for an attractive and realistic finish.

**Verti-Groom**
To brush, loosen and decompact the hardest infill, the Verti-Groom is equipped with a variety of interchangeable tools.

**Verti-Air**
The Verti-Air utilizes a rotary brush and turbine compressed air to lift all material out of the turf, dry and filter the material, sift out the debris and return the clean, dry and decompacted infill back into the turf.

Redexim
NORTH AMERICA, INC.

1-800-597-5664
Fax: 570-602-3060
www.redexim.com
He may not be Prince Charming. But he still needs a Princess.

Drought tolerant, and reliable in high traffic areas, Princess 77 is the only hybrid seeded bermuda that is ready to play — any time, any day. Plus, it offers a less expensive and faster establishment time compared to sprigging!

Pennington is a trusted manufacturer and distributor of grass seed since 1945. To learn more about our selection of professional turfgrass products and how to place an order, call 1-800-286-6100 ext 301 or email proturfsolutions@penningtonseed.com
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From the Sidelines

RIC FASBENDER, CSFM, assistant director of athletic facilities at Louisiana State University, spoke at the STMA Southeast Regional event this summer as part of the Football track. Here are some highlights from his talk about maintaining all the football turf square footage in Baton Rouge:

Fasbender said LSU uses bermudagrass because of its durability and resiliency on its three outdoor natural turf fields (there is also a synthetic field inside and one outside). He said aeriation is the most important cultural element for bermudagrass and aerates each of his fields at least six times per year using hollow tines to pull cores.

“Not only to reduce compaction but to increase the oxygen level of the soil profile and also as an assist for seedbed preparation,” he said. “When you chop up the rootzone it also stimulates rhizomes and stolons.”

Fasbender said mowing was the second most important practice. “How you finish off a field and have it super tight is so important,” he said. He suggested finding your field’s ideal height of cut and staying at that number. He cuts Tiger Stadium’s field to 5/8 inches.

He recommends verticutting twice a year but said he knows not many turf managers do it, either because of a lack of time or equipment. LSU’s home turf at Tiger Stadium gets verticut three times just between Memorial Day and Labor Day, Fasbender said. “Verticutting eliminates thatch and stimulates growth, and also assists in preparing a seedbed,” he said. “You should always fertilize and let the turf rest following a verticut.”

Bart Scott from Mississippi State commented from the audience, “We verticut about 2 inches after every season!” Fasbender replied that was almost like tilling.

Fasbender recommended using USGA-specified sand when topdressing; he recommends topdressing 4-5 times a year, ideally after verticutting and after every other aeration, at a rate of 1/8 to ¼ inches. Choose your topdressing material to match your soil profile; he said this helps protect the plants and avoids layering problems.

On overseeding, Fasbender said to seed at the lowest possible rate somewhere between 4 and 12 pounds per 1,000 square feet to help with your spring transition back to bermudagrass. He also recommended using turf colorants to dye your bermudagrass green later in the season and said some dye colorant products include nutrients that help prolong the growing season, in part because the colorant attracts heat.

Using colorants also is a great way to use lower seeding rates of ryegrass, he said, and you can mask the bermudagrass color during transition periods.

Fasbender said he tests his soil every 3 months, calling it “a huge tool for more efficiency.” You might learn for example that you don’t need to put any fertilizer out at a particular time. He said he uses nitrogen in spring and then in the fall for recovery he likes potassium for its “being a plant catalyst.”

Regarding irrigation, Fasbender said he waters as little as possible—“a little bit of stress is okay. Try shutting off your system and see what happens. How long will it be before you see stress?” He recommends deep, infrequent watering.

He strongly recommends turf managers do not water on game day, “Our last cycle runs Friday morning for a Saturday game. We turn off the backflow valve; we do not want water on the field before the game,” he said. “It adds to the ‘snot layer’ and makes the field too slick.”
ALL SPORTS ARE IN FULL SWING, and it is great to be fully back at work after the NFL lockout. As someone very close to it, I realize how important it is to have a strong process in place to get to a positive end result, which is not much different than how most businesses operate.

It is similar our STMA governance processes, which includes our board and committee work. STMA has very specific processes to follow when bringing new items to the board. These items can be brought by committees or individuals, are placed on the agenda, and have discussion during the board meeting with action taken on a different day. This process helps to insure that sound decisions are made by the Board on your behalf.

I am happy to report on two items that the Board approved at its recent summer board meeting. A Retired Category of membership was approved after months of work by the Membership and Bylaws committees. The goal of this new category is to keep retired members involved in STMA. Information can be found in this issue’s “STMA in Action” section (p. 40). All voting members will have the opportunity to approve this Bylaw’s addition in November.

Another item that I am pleased to report on is the creation of the Gary Vanden Berg Internship Grant, established to assist students with the expenses of completing an internship. The grant recognizes Gary’s commitment to mentoring students and providing an exceptional internship experience for them. His internship programs are legendary and have made our industry stronger. The Scholarship Committee is finalizing the grant application, and it will be awarded with our other scholarships and the Terry Mellor Educational Grant later this fall.

Our committees continue to amaze me with the work that they are accomplishing. STMA is very fortunate to be the recipient of involved and committed volunteers. Thank you!

Several committees see the results of their work this month with the delivery of your 2012 Conference and Exhibition brochure to your inbox. I hope you are as impressed with your Conference program as I am. This program was put together by the Conference Education, Exhibition, and Tours committees. Congratulations to these committee members for developing an excellent educational experience for our members! This is a must-attend event, so start planning now.

I also want to thank our Commercial partners. Because of your sponsorship of our programs, exhibiting at our show, and by advertising in this magazine and in our other publications, STMA is able to enhance its products, services and experiences it provides to membership. I extend a very heartfelt ‘thank you’ from the Board for your continued and generous support of STMA.

Finally, it is with great pleasure that I announce those who recently attained certification since January. They are Chris Denson, CSFM, UNICCO, University of Miami; David Presnell, CSFM, Gainesville Parks & Rec; Michael Tarantino, CSFM, Poway USD; and Elvin Ulmer, CSFM, City of Laurel (MS). Congratulations!
Points to consider about moving into facilities management

Many sports turf managers that pick up this magazine every month are perfectly content with managing the playing surfaces they do presently. Another segment aspires to see if the neighbor’s grass is greener. Some of us work toward the dream of being “in the big leagues,” which may mean something completely different to you than to me! Others set a goal of moving into a higher level of administration. This move could mean many different things depending upon what your organization looks like. The turf management industry contains so many different job titles and opportunities it can make you dizzy!

During the fall of 2008 senior administration at Iowa State University Athletics asked me to consider expanding my role from that of the turf manager to that of Facilities and Grounds Manager and soon thereafter, Director of F&G. Primary in their focus was a planned two phase renovation for Jack Trice Stadium, a 50,000 seat on-campus stadium. During this same timeframe Athletics was also scheduled to assume management of the 14,000-seat arena, Hilton Coliseum, which was then being managed by a third-party management company.

Even today I’m not sure if I was offered the opportunity or if it was forced on me. Bottom line is I was ready for a new challenge and had felt that way for a while. Thoughts of managing fields at a different facility had been coming daily. My expertise was in managing athletic fields so—honestly—the thought of moving into or absorbing facilities management hadn’t occurred to me, let alone doing it for my present employer. As we often times do, I took the path of least resistance and started almost from scratch learning a new industry: facilities management.

In our profession, maybe more so at the college and high school levels, this transition to facilities management is fairly common. As sports turf managers we work extremely hard to be in position of influence with administrators. We know watching countless events hosting countless fans have taught us a few things about “what works and what doesn’t” when discussing operations. The daily grind of field and facility preparation has taught us soft skills important to position us to be influential in our work micro-environment. Many sports turf managers wind up walking the path I’m on. Some are very good friends and I’ve watched from a distance for years at how your transition played out and is playing out. Please let me say “you make it look much easier than I’ve found it to be!”

To be clear, by most accounts I’m doing OK but every day brings new challenges. I’m also caught thinking, “I have no idea what those people are talking about” more often than is comfortable. There are six points I’d like to make to those in position to, or who might be considering a move to directing facilities as well as the grounds departments at school or university or other entity.

Close your mouth and open your ears. I believe it was STMA giant, the late Dr. Henry Indyk, that spoke the following quote at a long ago National Conference and I never forgot it: “The more you talk, the dumber you get.” Not sure if it was a general statement or specific to me, but as long as I live it’ll be locked down to memory. I just wish it was easier to do!

My expertise is not in knowledge of the fine aspects of plumbing, electrical or mechanical systems. Knowing this, I rely on people having a basic need to help others. STMA members do it collectively better than any group in the world. Take advantage of employees, peers, commercial friends and any other quality resource to help you learn what you don’t know. It sometimes takes a few times knocking on my brain before it opens up and the light of understanding turns on.

As sports turf managers know there are many ways to accomplish the same task. Since many times I don’t even know one way to accomplish some of these tasks, it’s in my best interest to turn the exercise of learning into multiple choice by asking numerous folks their opinion and then picking the most reasonable one. I also know that just because someone thinks they have the answer to my
UVC TECHNOLOGY SIMPLIFIES FIELD SANITATION

NO CHEMICALS - NO WATER USE - SAFER, MORE RELIABLE RESULTS

GreenZapr™
DELIVERS 99.8% KILL FACTOR
SAFE & EASY TO USE
RELIABLE ON-BOARD POWER

The day has arrived when field safety can be achieved without the use of harmful chemicals and scarce water resources. The patent-pending UVC technology designed by GreensGroomer WorldWide successfully eliminates harmful germs inherent in sports turf surfaces.

Germicidal UVC has been used in the eradication of pathogens, viruses, mold, and fungus for over 100 years. Now adapted for mobile use, the GreenZapr uses the strength of UVC in a simple tow-behind unit. With an on-board generator with intelligent power regulator, the GreenZapr efficiently sends and controls power to the light banks. The spring tine rake module lifts material, preparing it for exposure. Total immersion in the UVC is executed with a three-pass technique that results in a 99.9% kill factor.

The spring tine rake attachment is equipment with 42 tines that comb through the turf surface, lifting fiber and infill, preparing the turf for exposure.

The two 3’ x 3’ light banks, housing 16 shatterproof bulbs, provide the UVC energy required to kill dangerous MRSA & HIV.

Visit GreensGroomer.com to learn more or schedule a demonstration
888-298-8852
problem, they may be as clueless as me. I try to be the one that doesn't claim to have all the answers.

**Know your maintenance team’s role.** As the sports turf manager at ISU I understood what the job focus was. As Director of Facilities and Grounds I’ve been blind-sided a few days with numerous duties I didn’t realize fell under our team’s sphere. I have come to understand much more globally how the athletics department is put together. The politics are clearer. Our responsibilities are critical to intercollegiate team successes, fan enjoyment and customer service. Your department depends on you to “polish the crown jewels” and put the best face on your facilities and leave meaningful impressions on guests. Also, as important as I knew the recruiting process was for teams, I still had it underestimated.

**Talk to your coaches.** Coaches travel nationally and see athletics facilities at many levels during recruiting and competition seasons. They know what they like and dislike. They also know what they want. You normally don’t have to ask them that! Hopefully your coaches also clearly know what they need to flourish and what they can live without.

In my new role I have a different relationship with coaches. Relationships are not necessarily fostered through daily discussions and casual chats on their fields anymore but are in more formal meeting environments. Trust between you and coaches is just as critical as ever and I’m grateful to have developed good trust with those coaches over the years. They have to trust that you and your team are as committed to their team’s success as even they are. In this regard I am extremely fortunate by now working with a sports turf manager (Tim VanLoo, CSFM), facilities managers (Brett Weiland and Brian Lamb) and a key program assistant (Allison Taylor) that each understand and carry out communications better than I probably do or ever did. I honestly feel like all parts of this puzzle are heading in the same direction and we trust each other better than at any time since I’ve worked here. Hire smart and manage easy.

I must be honest, though. Going from being the sports turf manager to being the supervisor of the sports turf manager was a transition I was kind of nervous about. We limped for more than a year with folks doing double-duty around here in anticipation of hiring the new sports turf manager. When we posted the position it was obviously critical that a special person was needed to fill the position. Iowa State offers opportunities that are found very few other places, such as there being only one full-time turf manager on staff, a student pool that is as good as anywhere, and the opportunity to work in facilities where it seems they’re starting from scratch each day of the growing season and just the basic tasks are a challenge for me. I had a year or more to plan for a new sports turf manager hire and this very crucial dynamic was one I hadn’t prepared properly for—and it may be the most important chemistry element of all! After a full year I can honestly say Tim and of course the others I work with have been supportive of our vision and patient with the transition. The benefit to our employer is obvious; we have the employee with history of our fields and resources and we have an exceptionally gifted young sports turf manager to take the whole program up a notch. Believe me, I could not be prouder and it’s going to be a fun ride!

**Know the department’s vision.** Know your role in helping carry out or determining the department vision. Athletic directors and senior administrators have their visions. If whoever is in that role at your facility hasn’t conveyed it to the facilities and grounds team, ask them to. When you go on a trip you don’t just start driving and trust you’ll end up somewhere nice! You define it, you map it out and you set off on the most efficient way to successfully reach the target.

Our university is not one of the “big boys” in the arms race of college athletics. We are forced to maximize budgets and often times left to do repairs or renovations in phases or settle for the Chevy fix instead of the Cadillac fix. Clearly seeing the boss’s vision helps each of us understand in a nutshell that we may not have the fanciest things but we should be the hardest working or the “craftiest” at what we do.

**Know what makes people tick.** In our profession we feel as though we’re climbing uphill every day of our career. Some turf managers work in facilities where it seems they’re starting from scratch each day of the growing season and just the basic tasks are a challenge to accomplish in a long day. Others are able to spend adequate time working on the fine details as well as the basics of what our user groups or employers need. One might fit my style and one would probably be very challenging.

As I now serve as more of a coach than ever before, it’s important to have the players put in positions where they will succeed. Our staff has dramatically changed the past 5 years. The folks I work with now have different strengths and interests than the folks before. Know what is important in the lives of your staff and ensure their batteries get recharged by getting to do them. This may mean I cover a manager’s duties on the first day of deer season in exchange for his covering me on opening day of trout season. We’re all more enjoyable to be around when our focus is on work and not